FROM: MOSCOW
To: SAN FRANCISCO
No.: 293

9 September 1924

Number 183[1].

Advised [4] [sample recovered] MALVIN, - "hat has been undertaken in the line of the "PLANT [ZAVOD]"[11].

[Continued overleaf]
Working independently:

Manager of the radio [1 group unrecovered] [C, ChUZH] IN
Ivan Afanasevich - "AFANAS'EV".

Mechanic GOLOVIN Petr Dmitrievich - "[B, STORM [STORM]]".
[1 group unrecovered] navigator MChAEV Ivan Vasil'evich - "BEARING [PELENG]".

Manager [H, transport] ABRAMOV Aleksandr Stepanovitch - "DEMID[b]
[32 groups unrecoverable]

Y.H.: [a] MASHEN'KA: a diminutive form of MARIYA.

[b] This covername is probably "DEMIDOV". Of the 32
groups remaining some 17 would be required to complete and repeat "DEMIDOV" and to contain the internal serial number, signature and date.

Comments: [i] Contained in S.N. FRANCISCO's external serial no. 329 of 31st August 1944. Not at present available.

[ii] ZAVOD: the Soviet Consulate-General in NEW YORK.